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Abstract. In order to make search results better fit users’ current search interest, this paper proposes 
an algorithm of repeated results re-ranking using a model of polysemy. The algorithm considers the 
characteristics of the keywords to improve the rank of repeated results. Based on the analysis of 
polysemy of the keywords, we propose a polysemous model of concept lattice, then we combine 
with the user interest model to change the rank of repeated results in a search session. The method 
of this paper considers the impact of polysemy of keywords which may improve the ranking. The 
experimental results show that the process based on the polysemy of the keyword can reduce the 
length of the search session, especially when the keywords have multiple meanings. 

Introduction 

Inrecent years, with the development of Internet technology, information on the Web is having an 
explosive growth which leads to difficulty for users to obtain relevant information. Emergence of 
search engines has greatly improved the efficiency of accessing relevant information. Search engine 
is a tool based on keywords which users submitted, so the quality of keywords always determines 
the effectiveness of the search. However, due to different search intention and different search 
experience of different users, the following two conditions often occur: the same keyword may have 
different search intentions and different keywords may have the same search intention. Both 
conditions mentioned above lead to that search results does not contain the result which the user 
interested in or these kinds of results have a lower rank. To deal with these problems, there have 
been researches of rank and re-rank based on users’ interest in order to improve the search results [1, 
2]. 

This paper focuses on the impact of polysemy of query in search re-ranking. A word that 
contains more than one meaning is called polysemy. Since polysemy is widespread, the keywords in 
a query are always polysemous. This leads to that the set of search result is constituted of each 
classification corresponding to each ambiguous word meaning of the keywords. If no distinction, it 
is difficult to give results which users interested in a higher rank, so that the rank of search results 
can’t meet users’ preference and this reduce the efficiency of finding the relevant page for users. So, 
it is important to distinguish the polysemy of keywords in queries for more accurate rank. 

In this paper, we propose a method of re-ranking for repeated results in a search session. The 
method is based on analysis of polysemy of keywords, and then determines the user’s current search 
interest combining with long-term and short-term interest. And then we revise the rank of repeated 
results in order to satisfy user’s current interest. Different from current researches, this paper is 
based on the polysemy model of keywords, and we confirm one meaning which user currently 
interested in, that we determine the user’s range of interest, so that the accuracy of rank can be 
greatly improved. 

The experimental results show that, the polysemy model of keywords based on log of search can 
exposit the characteristics of query effectively and the model of user’s interest can determine the 
user’s range of interest accurately. The results also show that the stronger the ambiguity of the query 
is, the more effective our method is comparing with previous methods. 
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Related Research 

In this section, we explain related research from the following two aspects: related research in 
polysemy and related research in re-rank.  

Polysemy.In the text-based process of information, ambiguity often occurs and affects the results. 
Ambiguity can be divided into two specific situations: homonymy and polysemy[3]. We typically 
believe that, in the process of retrieval, if only related documents of one meaning is retrieved among 
all the documents of all the meanings, the accuracy of the retrieval will increase[4]. Therefore, in 
the field of information retrieval, resolving the issue by word sense disambiguation is usually 
considered to improve the efficiency of information retrieval. So, in recent decades, research has 
been going on word sense disambiguation. Generally speaking, there are two ways to deal with 
WSD: methods based on manually creating rules and methods based on formal data source [5]. 

This paper is based on the research of [6], and further expands on its basis. The biggest 
difference with [6] is that before re-ranking the repeated results we first establish a polysemy model 
of concept lattice of queries, and based on this model we arrange the repeated results to one of the 
meaning of keywords, then we re-rank them. Existing studies did not consider the polysemy of 
queries or the possible relationship among the repeated results. 

Re-rank. Due to the inaccurate keywords of queries and the limitations of the ranking algorithm, 
the results returned by search engine can’t meet the user’s personal need. So research of ranking of 
personalization based on users’ interests has received a lot of attention. According to the length of 
time, users’ interests can be divided into long-term interest and short-term interest. 

The long-term interest of users’ include the history of browsing, the log of search engine, and 
users’ personal information such as documents on their desktop. Teevan et al created a user profile 
based on documents on their desktop and proved that this kind of information could be used for 
personalized ranking [7]. Users’ short-term interests usually include clicks, habits of users browsing 
and the change of vision. Joachims et al proposed a method which automatically optimizes the 
search quality by using the clicks [8].  

This paper combines the long-term interests and short-term interest. First, we use the search log 
which belongs to long-term interests to build a polysemy model, and then we use clicks which 
belong to short-term interests to re-rank repeated results. The ways we use clicks in this paper could 
be found in reference [6]. 

Concept Lattice Model Based on Search Log 

In order to re-rank repeated results, we need to figure out the meaning each repeated result 
related to under the current query, so we need to model the polysemy of keywords. This paper 
establishes the polysemy model of concept lattice based on a commercial search engine log. 

Polysemy Model of Concept Lattice. Formal Concept Analysis is a mathematical analysis tools 
based on queuing theory, and is first proposed by Rudolf Wille [9]. There are researches based on 
FCA in informational retrieval. In this paper, we use concept lattice in FCA to model polysemy 
which representing each meaning of the keyword using nodes in a concept lattice. Concept lattice 
can describe the relationships among a concept and its child concept, and this is very similar with 
the characteristic of polysemy. So the features of the concept lattice and the forms of representing 
concepts of concept lattice itself are basis that we model polysemy. 

In a concept lattice, each node represents a concept, and is composed of formal object and formal 
attribute which express the correspondence between objects and attributes. In this paper, the formal 
object and formal attribute are vectors of words. And in the theory of FCA, the vertex and the nadir 
are usually fictional in many cases to make the lattice complete. 

A concept lattice C is composed of several related concepts, and each concept corresponds to a 
node, that, },,,{ 21 mK NNNC   

Each node iN  is a four-tuple which defined as follows， 
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Output：polysemy of concept lattice 
Process： 
for each query Q in logs 

if  word∈Q 
    column ← split Q; 
    get last URL of Q; 

        get document of the URL; 
        V ← split document; 
        row ← remove stopwords of V; 
    End if 
End for 
Pcbo(column,row) 
return concept lattice of word 

Pcbo[10] is an existing algorithm for building concept lattice which needs rows and columns of 
the matrix as input parameters, and in this paper, we specify the number of CPU is 10 and the 
recursion depth is 3. Algorithm 1 calculates with only one core word, and the whole process is a 
loop of Algorithm 1 based on the specified core word. In Algorithm 1, we first match all the queries 
in search log based on the current core word, if a query contains the core word, we segment the 
query and get the result as column for Pcbo. And then, according to the query, we extract the last 
clicked URL to get the corresponding document. After removing stopwords, we do segmentation 
and statistic of the word frequency, and get the result as rows for Pcbo. After circulating all the 
queries in the log, we get the inputs of Pcbo, then we use this algorithm to build the concept lattice 
based on the core word. 

During extracting the document of a URL, we suppose that during a search session, the last 
document the user clicked is the document the user interested in which we have mentioned above. 

In summary, we have built polysemy model of concept lattice for each core word based on the 
search log. These models contain each meaning of a core word and related concepts. After this, we 
need a user interest model to get the users’ interests for re-ranking repeated results. 

Re-ranking Repeated Results Based on Concept Lattice 

Based on the polysemy model of concept lattice, we can get each meaning of a polysemous word, 
and in order to combine the users’ interests, we need to build a user interest model to select the 
concept which users’ interested in from the concept lattice and design an algorithm of re-ranking. 

The User’s Interest Model. For the purpose of finding out the user’s interest and the change of 
interest, we need to build a user interest model. The user interest model we propose include two 
parts: initial interest and click interest. Initial interest represents the interest the user usually 
interested in corresponding to the user’s long-term interest; click interest is expressed during the 
searching which is corresponding to the user’s short-term interest. 

The initial interest can be gained from user’s search history, and we can find out the user’s 
common interest from the initial interest. Considering that the search history of user is difficult to 
get, this paper only take the registered users of our search system into account, so we can record the 
history of the user, and when registering ,we require the user to fill personal interest which is 
another source of user’s long-term interest. 

The click interest means that user expresses during the searching, and the ways we use the click 
interest just as reference [6]. So we also classify the clicks into three kinds: clicked, not noticed, and 
noticed and considered but not clicked. When the user clicked a result, we consider that the user is 
interested in this result, if the user noticed and considered but not clicked a result, we consider that 
this result doesn’t meet the user’s interest, if the user no noticed the result we can’t certain if this 
result meets user’s need. 

Combining with the polysemy model of concept lattice, in order to calculating the similarity 
between user’s interest and the nodes in the concept lattice, we represent user’s interest I  as 
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follows. 

cb III   

bI is the initial interest, and cI  is the clicked interest which are just as above. 

RHb III   

HI represents interest which is find from the history of the user, and the way we get HI  could 

reference Algorithm 1. RI represents interest the user filled in when they registered. 

NYc III   

Y represents the interest user is interested in and N  represent the interest user is not interested 
in according to the cases we classify the clicks. 

The model of interests we defined is expressed by vectors of words, and we calculate the 
similarity using cosine similarity. In fact, the model of user interest is a probability distribution on 
the polysemy model of concept lattice, just as follows. 

 
 }{|                  

|

nodesIIRHP

CIIPInterest

NY

cbuser




 

User’s interest is multidimensional, and distributed on each node in concept lattice, if we 
suppose i  as probability that the user’s interest fits the nodes, we have the following formula. 

NY IIRHi    

And we can express userInterest  as follows. 

 iiuser nodeInterest   

Selection Algorithm of Nodes in Concept Lattice. The polysemy model of concept lattice 
expressed the meanings which the keywords may have, based on this we need the model of user 
interest to gain the user’s current interest. 
ALGORITHM 2：SIN(Selecting Interested Node) 
Input：concept lattice，user’s interest 
Output：user’s current interest on the nodes 
Process： 
if cI =null 

for each N in InitialN  

compute Sim（ bI ，N）; 

    End for 
get N of max（Sim（ bI ，N））; 

return N; 
End if 
else  

for each N in InitialN  

        compute Sim（ NI ，N）; 

        if Sim（ NI ，N）>α 

            remove N from InitialN ； 

        End if 
End for 
if InitialN =null 

    return N of min(Sim（ NI ，N）); 

End if 
else 
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    for each N in InitialN  

compute Sim（ YI ，N） 
    End for 
return N of max(Sim（ YI ，N）); 
End else 

End else 
Sim is a function which calculates the similarity, in this paper we use cosine similarity. Through 

Algorithm 2 we can calculate i  in the model of user interest. 

Algorithm 2 first judges that if there is click interest, if there is no considering that some 
registered users did not fill in with the interest when they registered, calculates the similarity 
between the initial interest and the nodes and returns the node which has the maximum similarity. If 
there is initial interest, the algorithm calculates the similarity between NI  and the nodes, and 

removes the nodes which are greater than the threshold, and then returns the remaining nodes. 
Among the remaining nodes, the algorithm calculates similarity between YI  and the nodes, finally 
return the node which has the biggest similarity. In this algorithm, because of removing the nodes 
by NI , we could greatly improve the efficiency of the algorithm. 

Re-ranking Algorithm of Repeated Results. Based on Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 we can 
determine the node which the user is current interested in, so when the user starts to search, we can 
calculate the similarity between the results and the node, and then we can re-rank with the similarity, 
and the algorithm is as follows. 
ALGORITHM 3：RRR(Re-ranking Repeated Results) 
Input：node N which the user interested in，the returned repeated results 
Output：the result of re-rank 
Process： 
For each r in Results 
    compute Sim (r, N) 
End For 
    sort Sim(r,N) 
return r 

We can get the finally rank for each search during the search session by Algorithm 3, and this 
rank is based on the polysemy of keywords with the user’s long-term and short-term interests. 

The core of this algorithm is calculating the similarity between the interested node and the result, 
and rank with the similarity. In the experiment, considering the efficiency and usability factors, we 
only calculate the first 30 results which is consistent with the user’s browsing habits. 

Experiment 

In this paper, the experiment mainly contains two parts: establishing the polysemy of concept 
lattice and test the effective of the algorithms we proposed.  

Data Source. In the experiment, we need a search engine log to build the polysemy model of 
concept lattice. In this paper we use search logs of two months of 2011 which Sogou official 
released as data source. In the re-ranking test, we extracted 132 queries randomly and submitted 
these queries to Baidu search engine, then we took the returned results as test objects.  

Comparative Experiment. The experiments of this paper compares with the method proposed 
in reference [6]. We introduce the concept of ambiguity which refers to the degree of polysemy. In 
this paper, we define ambiguity A as the number of initial nodes of the polysemy model of concept 
lattice. 

We use NDCG as evaluation criteria, which can be calculated as follows. 
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